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ABSTRACT
Airborne LiDAR has become the preferred technology for digital elevation data acquisition in a wide
range of applications. The vertical accuracy with respect to a specified vertical datum is the principal
criterion in specifying the quality of LiDAR elevation data. The quantitative assessment of LiDAR
elevation data is usually conducted by comparing high-accuracy checkpoints with elevations estimated
from the LiDAR ground data. However, the collection of a sufficient number of checkpoints by field
surveying is a time-consuming task. This study used survey marks to assess the vertical accuracy of
LiDAR data for different land covers in a rural area and explored the performance of different methods
for deriving elevations from LiDAR data corresponding to the locations of checkpoints. Normality tests
using both frequency histograms and quantile-quantile plots were performed for vertical differences
between the LiDAR data and the checkpoints, so the appropriate measures (the formula 1.96×RMSE or
the 95th percentile) can be used for the vertical accuracy assessment of the LiDAR data for different
land covers. The results demonstrated the suitability of using survey marks as checkpoints for the
assessment of the vertical accuracy of LiDAR data.
KEYWORDS: LiDAR, Airborne laser scanning, Digital elevation model, Survey mark, Accuracy
assessment

INTRODUCTION
Airborne light detection and ranging (LiDAR), also referred to as airborne laser
scanning (ALS), is one of the most effective means of terrain data collection. Using
LiDAR data for the generation of digital elevation models (DEM) is becoming a
standard practice in the spatial science community [10]. One of the appealing features
in the LiDAR output is the high-density and high-accuracy of the three-dimensional
coordinates of point, as characterised by the vertical accuracy of 10-50 cm RMSE (root
mean square error) at 68% confidence level (or 19.6-98 cm at 95% confidence level)
and the horizontal point spacing of 1-3 m [13]. A higher vertical accuracy of 10-15 cm
RMSE (at 68% confidence level) can only be achieved under the most ideal
circumstances [10]. The actual accuracy of LiDAR elevation data in a project depends
on the flying height, laser beam divergence, location of the reflected point within the
swathe, LiDAR system errors including errors from the Global Positioning System
(GPS) and the Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), the distance to the GPS ground base
station, and the LiDAR data classification (filtering) reliability [10], [27]. Methods for
the quality assessment of LiDAR data also vary with applications and the delivery
format of the LiDAR data. For the purpose of a DEM generation, delivered with
classified LiDAR point clouds, the vertical accuracy with respect to a specified vertical
datum is the principal criterion in specifying the quality of the LiDAR elevation data
[19]. The quantitative assessment of the LiDAR elevation data is usually conducted by
comparing high-accuracy checkpoints with elevations estimated from the LiDAR
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ground data. Checkpoints should come from independent sources and be at least three
times more accurate than the dataset to be tested [21].
The accuracy of LiDAR data is also affected by the types of ground cover because
the vegetation can limit ground detection. Areas with tall and dense vegetation tend to
cause greater elevation errors than open terrain does [21]. Therefore, the checkpoints
should be distributed over all major land cover types. ASPRS (American Society for
Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing) and ICSM (Inter-Governmental Committee on
Surveying and Mapping) recommend collecting a minimum of 20 checkpoints (30 is
preferred) in each of the major land cover categories representative of the area for
which the vertical accuracy of LiDAR data is to be verified [2], [13]. Specifying a
minimum of 20 checkpoints for each of the major land cover types is necessary for a
practical level of confidence in the statistical calculations. Obviously, a large number
of checkpoints will provide more confidence in practice [20]. However, the collection
of a large number of high-accuracy checkpoints is a time-consuming task even with
GPS, leading to an increase of the costs of a project. The survey marks of the geodetic
control have high-accuracy coordinates relative to the national horizontal and vertical
datums. In some areas like in Victoria, Australia, there is a high density of survey
marks. Existing survey marks with a higher accuracy of elevation values provide a
potential for the efficient collection of checkpoints. An experiment testing the
suitability of survey marks as checkpoints for the accuracy assessment of LiDAR data
is needed.
Once survey marks (here, used as checkpoints) are collected, the elevations from
LiDAR data corresponding to each checkpoint are derived to compare with the
elevations of the checkpoints. Given that the LiDAR data are used to predict the
elevation value for a specific location (the location of the checkpoint), instead of the
prediction of the entire terrain surface, the elevation corresponding to each checkpoint
can be obtained from the LiDAR points which are around the checkpoint. The LiDAR
data points within a specific radius around each checkpoint can be selected as a subdataset, so that the LiDAR elevations corresponding to each of the checkpoints can be
derived from the sub-datasets. There are several ways to derive the corresponding
elevations from these sub-set LiDAR data. For example, they can either be interpolated
from the surrounding data using interpolation algorithms, obtained from constructed
TIN (triangulated irregular networks) around each checkpoint or from the elevation of
the nearest point [29]. Elevations from LiDAR data at the location of each checkpoint
may vary with the used methods. This will affect the results of the accuracy
assessment. Although some research has been done to compare the performance of
some commonly used interpolators in the context of model accuracy, few studies have
been conducted on the performance of the different methods used to extract the
elevations from LiDAR data for the purpose of an overall absolute accuracy
assessment.
This study aims to assess the vertical accuracy of LiDAR data for different land
cover categories in a large rural area using survey marks and explore the performance
of the different methods for deriving the elevations from LiDAR data at the location of
each checkpoint. The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Airborne LiDAR
is briefly introduced first. The next section describes the geodetic survey marks, their
status in Victoria, Australia, and the suitability of using survey marks as checkpoints to
assess the vertical accuracy of LiDAR data. This is followed by three sections
describing the study area, LiDAR data and checkpoints and the methodology used for
this study. The testing of the normal distribution, a vertical accuracy assessment of the
LiDAR data for different land covers and the methods used for deriving the elevations
from LiDAR data at the locations of the checkpoints are presented and discussed in a
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result and a discussion section. Finally, conclusions are drawn.
AIRBORNE LIDAR
LiDAR is an active remote sensing technology [31]. It actively transmits pulses of
laser light toward an object of interest, and receives the light that is scattered and
reflected by the objects [32]. An airborne LiDAR system is typically composed of
three components: a laser scanner unit, a GPS receiver and an IMU [8], [9], [12], [31].
The laser scanner unit consists of a pulse generator (Nd:YAG laser) with a wavelength
in the range of 0.8 µm to 1.6 µm (typically, 1.064 µm or 1.500 µm) and a receiver to
get the pulses scattered and reflected by the targets [22], [31]. The laser pulses are
emitted at a rate of up to 250 kHz to the Earth surface [15]. The distance (range)
between the LiDAR sensor and the target is calculated by multiplying the speed of
light by half of the time it takes for the light to travel from the sensor to the target and
back [32]. The GPS receiver is used to record the aircraft trajectory and the IMU
measures the attitude of the aircraft (roll, pitch, and yaw or heading) [30]. The
calculated range between the scanner and the target and the position and orientation
information obtained from the GPS and IMU units are used to determine the target
location in three-dimensional space [31]. The three-dimensional LiDAR points are
initially represented by latitude, longitude, and ellipsoidal height based on the WGS84
reference ellipsoid. They can then be transformed to a national or regional coordinate
system. During this process, elevations are converted from ellipsoidal heights to orthometric heights based on a national or regional height datum [18], [30].
Airborne LiDAR systems are also capable of detecting multiple return signals for a
single transmitted pulse [31]. Most LiDAR systems typically record the first and last
returns, but some are able to record up to six returns for a single pulse [16]. Multiple
returns occur when a laser pulse strikes a target that does not completely block the path
of the pulse and the remaining portion of the pulse continues on to a lower object. This
situation frequently occurs in forested areas where there are some gaps between
branches and foliage [24]. Recording multiple returns is useful for the topographic
mapping in forested area [26]. For the purpose of a DEM generation, one of the critical
steps is to separate the LiDAR points into ground (terrain) and non-ground points [17].
Some filter algorithms have been developed for automatically extracting ground points
from all recorded LiDAR points [4], [14], [28], [34].
SURVEY MARKS AND SUITABILITY FOR CHECKPOINTS
Geodetic control surveys are usually performed to establish a framework of positions
that provides a common reference system for establishing the coordinates of all spatial
data [7]. Survey control marks are the basis of the geodetic control framework and an
important component of the spatial data infrastructure. The geodetic survey marks
have a physical position (mark on the ground) and their associated metadata, which
have precisely measured horizontal and/or vertical locations based on the national
horizontal and vertical datums [23], [25]. Like many countries, all states and territories
in Australia have developed highly sophisticated survey control networks. State wide
geodetic control networks mainly consist of standard survey marks (also referred to as
permanent marks) with accurate horizontal position and usually accurate vertical
heights and bench marks with accurate heights. In rural areas, 80% of the standard
survey marks have a horizontal accuracy within ±0.20 m, and 90% of the standard
survey marks and benchmarks have a vertical accuracy within ±0.03 m [6].
In Victoria, survey marks have a high density with 0.63 marks per square kilometre
on average [3], which is ten times better than in the other states of Australia such as
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New South Wales and Queensland [25]. Survey mark information in Victoria is
recorded and maintained by Land Victoria in a database system which can be accessed
through the Survey Marks Enquiry Service (SMES) on the internet. The SMES
provides users with an efficient way of retrieving coordinate and height values as well
as sketch plans of survey marks [6].
Around 3 cm vertical accuracy of the survey marks meets the accuracy requirement
for a checkpoint, that is, three times more accurate than the LiDAR data. Although
GPS has been used for height surveying, due to the geoid-ellipsoid separation and the
variation between the geoid and mean sea level as evident in Australia, survey marks
with a height accuracy of 4th order or better and obtained by conventional levelling
techniques are still the most reliable source for users who are concerned about accurate
orthometric heights [6]. Furthermore, compared with GPS field surveying, extracting
enough checkpoints from a geodetic control database is much more efficient,
especially for a large area.
STUDY AREA
The study area is in the region of the Corangamite Catchment Management
Authority (CCMA) in south western Victoria, Australia. The region features highlands
in the north and south and the large Victorian Volcanic Plain (VVP) in the middle. The
VVP is dominated by Cainozoic volcanic deposits and is characterised by vast open
areas of grasslands, small patches of open woodland, stony rises denoting old lava
flows, numerous volcanic cones and old eruptions, and dotted with shallow salt and
freshwater lakes. The terrain types vary between the comparatively treeless basins of
internal drainage on VVP to dissected terrains north and south. The plains have high
priority for a range of research projects pertaining to environmental management
issues addressed in the catchment management strategy plan. The study area, covered
by LiDAR data from the first stage of the CCMA LiDAR project with the area of 6900
km² is shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. LiDAR data tiles and LiDAR data covered area
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LIDAR DATA AND CHECKPOINTS
LiDAR data were collected using an Optech ALTM 3025 laser scanner from a fixed
wing aircraft at flying heights of 2,000 m above ground from 19 July 2003 to 10
August 2003. The laser scanner was configured to record first and last returns with a
frequency of 25 kHz (25,000 pulses per second). The laser footprint diameter at nadir
is 0.6 m. The vertical accuracy of the LiDAR data was estimated as 0.5 m in terms of
RMSE at 68% confidence level (or 0.98 m at 95% confidence level) for this project
[1]. The primary purpose of this LiDAR data collection was to facilitate more accurate
terrain pattern representation for the implementation of a series of environment related
projects. The LiDAR data were separated into ground and non-ground points by using
data filter algorithms across the project area. The manual checking and editing of the
data led to a further improvement in the quality of the classification. The resulting data
products used for the DEM generation are irregularly distributed ground 3D points,
with an average spacing of 2.2 m [1]. The LiDAR data were delivered as tiles (5 km by
5 km) in ASCII files containing the x, y, z coordinates. The total of 277 LiDAR tiles is
illustrated in Figure 1. The tiles on the project boundary contain LiDAR point data
only inside the boundary. The LiDAR data covered area (project boundary) is shown
in Figure 1 as well. Through the SMES, a total number of 199 survey marks which are
located at ground level in the study area were obtained. All selected marks have 4th
order or better vertical accuracy. The coordinates are based on the Map Grid of
Australia 1994 (MGA94) and the Australian Height Datum (AHD).
METHOD
The general principle of assessing the vertical accuracy of a dataset is to compare the
elevations obtained from the dataset with the reference data [5], so that statistical
parameters such as the mean error, standard deviation or RMSE can be calculated to
get an accuracy assessment of the results. For the vertical accuracy assessment of the
LiDAR data, corresponding to the checkpoints, the LiDAR elevations are obtained
from the LiDAR ground points. Except for the type of ground cover, the LiDAR data
filtering process may also affect the accuracy assessment of the LiDAR data because
some non-ground LiDAR points may not have been filtered out (and erroneously
labelled as ground points). Therefore, ASPRS [2] requires open terrain to be tested
separately from other ground types. There are four major land cover types in the study
area: open terrain, weeds/crops, trees and residential areas. The number of checkpoints
in each type of land cover is 80, 36, 36 and 47. The difference between each
checkpoint’s elevation and the corresponding elevation from the LiDAR data can be
calculated:

∆Z (i ) = Z data (i ) − Z check (i )

(1)

where Z check (i ) is the elevation of the ith checkpoint, and Z data (i ) is the elevation from
the LiDAR data to be tested at the ith checkpoint.
LiDAR ground points within a 10 m radius around each checkpoint were selected as
a sub-dataset. The LiDAR elevation at the location of each checkpoint was derived
from the sub-dataset. In this study, the TIN model, nearest point (NP) and cross
validation methods were used to obtain the elevation from the sub-datasets. The first
method is straightforward. A TIN was created for each of these sub-datasets. The
elevation at the location of each checkpoint can be extracted from the TIN. The nearest
LiDAR point was searched from each sub-dataset within a 3 m radius around the
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checkpoint. The elevation of the LiDAR point closest to the checkpoint was then
compared with the elevation of the checkpoint.
The cross validation is another method for model evaluation. It removes one data
point at a time and uses the remaining data points to predict the data value at the
location of removed data point. The predicted and actual values at the location of
removed data point are compared to assess the performance of interpolation methods.
Here, the checkpoint was assumed to be the removed point in a sub-dataset. The
ArcGIS Geostatistical Analyst Extension was used to carry out the cross validation.
The result shows the elevation difference between the interpolated value and the
checkpoint. The interpolated elevations at the location of each checkpoint may vary
with the used interpolation algorithms. During the cross validation process, three
commonly used interpolation algorithms, e.g. inverse distance weighting (IDW),
Kriging and local polynomial (LP) were used to obtain elevations from the LiDAR
sub-datasets. The results of accuracy assessment based on the interpolated elevations
from the different interpolation algorithms were compared.
The RMSE can be calculated from:

∑ (Z

− Z check (i ) )

n

RMSE =

i =1

2

data ( i )

n

(2)

where n is the number of checkpoints used.
If the elevation differences between the LiDAR data and the checkpoints follow a
normal distribution, the overall vertical accuracy at the 95 percent confidence level can
be calculated by using 1.96×RMSE [2]. In the case of a non-normal distribution,
however, some robust measures such as the 95th percentile should be used for the
accuracy assessment [2], [11]. A percentile is the interpolated absolute value in a
dataset of errors, which divides the distribution of the individual errors in the dataset
into one hundred groups of equal frequency [2]. The 95th percentile indicates that 95
percent of the errors in the dataset will have absolute values of equal or lesser value
and 5 percent of the errors will be of a larger value. With this method, the accuracy is
directly equated to the 95th percentile [2]. The elevation differences between the
LiDAR data and the checkpoints in each of the four land cover categories and the
combinations of land covers were tested using frequency histograms and quantilequantile plots (or Q-Q plots) to see if they are normally distributed. The Q-Q plot is a
scatter plot with the quantiles of the observed values on the horizontal axis and the
expected normal values on the vertical axis. A dataset with a best-fit linear relationship
indicates that the observed values are normally distributed [33].
RESULTS
The overall descriptive statistics including the minimum, maximum and mean
vertical errors, skew values, RMSE and the number of checkpoints used for each land
cover category are listed in Table 1. The ranges between minimum and maximum
errors vary mostly between -0.6 and 0.6 m for all land cover categories. The values
outside this range only occurred when using the nearest point method to obtain
elevations from the LiDAR data, indicating that the nearest point method may
exaggerate the elevation errors. The mean generally also has the biggest absolute
values when using the nearest point method. The RMSE values for the weeds/crops
land cover are larger than for the other land cover categories irrespective of what
methods were used for deriving the elevations from the LiDAR data. As a measure of
the asymmetry of the probability distribution of a set, the skew values in Table 1 do
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not clearly indicate whether the errors are normally distributed in each of the land
cover categories. The frequency histograms and Q-Q plots are needed to test whether
the errors are normally distributed.
Table 1. Overall statistics for different land covers by using different methods to derive
the elevations at the locations of the checkpoints.
Land Cover and
(No. of Points)
Open terrain
(80)

Weeds/Crops
(36)

Trees
(36)

Residential
(47)

Combined
(199)

Method

Min(m)

Max(m)

Mean(m)

Skew

RMSE(m)

IDW
Kriging
LP
TIN
NP

-0.50
-0.52
-0.49
-0.55
-0.57

0.60
0.53
0.58
0.58
0.62

0.05
0.04
0.03
0.04
0.05

0.05
-0.15
0.01
-0.11
-0.01

0.27
0.25
0.26
0.27
0.29

IDW
Kriging
LP
TIN
NP

-0.58
-0.53
-0.50
-0.58
-0.85

0.51
0.45
0.49
0.54
0.66

-0.01
-0.03
-0.01
-0.02
-0.03

-0.29
-0.10
-0.15
-0.16
-0.24

0.31
0.31
0.29
0.33
0.38

IDW
Kriging
LP
TIN
NP

-0.48
-0.48
-0.40
-0.45
-0.68

0.49
0.46
0.43
0.44
0.56

0.03
-0.00
-0.01
0.03
0.06

-0.23
-0.14
0.07
-0.14
-0.61

0.24
0.25
0.23
0.26
0.31

IDW
Kriging
LP
TIN
NP

-0.42
-0.49
-0.47
-0.47
-0.48

0.52
0.52
0.48
0.46
0.75

0.06
0.07
0.05
0.06
0.08

-0.15
-0.09
-0.15
-0.34
-0.06

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.26
0.30

IDW

-0.58

0.60

0.04

-0.17

0.27

Kriging

-0.53

0.53

0.02

-0.18

0.26

LP

-0.52

0.58

0.02

-0.07

0.26

TIN

-0.58

0.58

0.03

-0.22

0.28

NP

-0.85

0.75

0.04

-0.28

0.32

The frequency histograms of the elevation differences between the LiDAR data and
the checkpoints for the different land covers are illustrated in Figure 2. All histograms
are based on the elevation differences obtained from the Kriging interpolator. The
histogram of the open terrain is very symmetrical with a low skew value. For the
combined land cover, the histogram shows an apparent left skewed distribution. From
the histograms for the other land cover categories, it is obvious that the elevation
differences between the LiDAR data and the checkpoints are not normally distributed
since they either have multiple peaks or are asymmetrical. The pattern of the frequency
histograms may be affected by the number of bins (error interval) used in the
histograms. Therefore, more reliable Q-Q plots are required to confirm the normality
test.
The Q-Q plots for all land cover categories are shown in Figure 3. The Q-Q plot for
the open terrain has the best-fit linear relationship with the exception of few points on
both ends of the distribution. For the other land cover categories and the combined
land cover, the Q-Q plots show that the elevation differences are not normally
7

distributed. The frequency histograms and Q-Q plots confirmed that the elevation
differences between the LiDAR data and the checkpoints are only normally distributed
in the open terrain.
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Fig.2. Frequency histograms of the elevation
differences between LiDAR data and checkpoints for
different land covers: (a) open terrain, (b) weeds/crops,
(c) trees, (d) residential, and (e) combined
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As the elevation errors in the open terrain follow a normal distribution, the
fundamental vertical accuracy of the LiDAR data at 95 percent confidence level can be
calculated by using the equation 1.96×RMSE. For comparison, the RMSE method was
also used for the other land cover categories and the combined land cover. The vertical
accuracy at 95 percent confidence level for the other land cover types was calculated
by using the 95th percentile error individually for each of the categories. Similarly, the
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95th percentile error for the combined land cover was used as the consolidated vertical
accuracy at the 95 percent confidence level. All results are listed in Table 2. No matter
what method was used for deriving the elevations from the LiDAR data at the location
of each checkpoint, the values of 1.96×RMSE are greater than those of the 95th
percentiles for all land cover categories. Therefore, if using the 95th percentile for all
land cover types, the vertical accuracy of the LiDAR data would be over-estimated. On
the other hand, using the 1.96×RMSE for all land cover categories would underestimate the vertical accuracy of the LiDAR data.
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The fundamental vertical accuracy calculated from the 1.96×RMSE equation for the
open terrain is depicted in Figure 4. Using the 95th percentile, the vertical accuracy for
the other land cover categories is shown in Figure 5. Figure 6 shows the consolidated
vertical accuracy for the combined land cover using the 95th percentile. The calculated
vertical accuracy varies with the methods used to derive elevations from the LiDAR
data at the locations of the checkpoints. For example, the difference of fundamental
vertical accuracy from the Kriging and the nearest point methods is 0.08 m for open
terrain using the 1.96×RMSE rule. Using the 95th percentile for the weeds/crops and
trees land covers, the differences of the vertical accuracy from the local polynomial
and the nearest point method are both 0.15 m. For the residential area using the 95th
percentile method, the difference between the IDW and the nearest point method is
0.07 m. A difference of 0.10 m was observed for the vertical accuracy between the
local polynomial and the nearest point method for the combined land cover.
Table 2. Vertical accuracy at 95% confidence level
Land Cover
Open Terrain
Weeds/Crops
Trees
Residential
Combined

IDW(m)

Kriging(m)

LP(m)

TIN(m)

NP(m)

1.96×RMSE

0.53

0.49

0.51

0.53

0.57

95th Percentile

0.50

0.44

0.47

0.52

0.56

1.96×RMSE

0.61

0.61

0.57

0.65

0.74

95th Percentile

0.54

0.50

0.49

0.53

0.64

1.96×RMSE

0.47

0.49

0.45

0.51

0.61

95 Percentile

0.41

0.41

0.38

0.41

0.53

1.96×RMSE

0.49

0.49

0.49

0.51

0.59

95 Percentile

0.44

0.48

0.45

0.45

0.51

1.96×RMSE

0.53

0.51

0.51

0.55

0.63

0.50

0.48

0.47

0.51

0.57

th

th

th

95 Percentile

0.60

IDW

Kriging

LP

TIN

NP

0.58
0.56
0.54
0.52
0.50
0.48
0.46

Fig, 4. Fundamental vertical accuracy

The accuracy was calculated from the elevation differences between the LiDAR data
and the checkpoints. The checkpoints were taken as ‘true’ data, so the methods which
yield a smaller difference between the LiDAR data and the checkpoints were
considered as better methods. The results show that the best accuracy was generally
obtained by using the Kriging and the local polynomial methods. Therefore, the
Kriging and the local polynomial methods are appropriate. To keep a consistence for
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all land cover categories, the Kriging was used for the final accuracy assessment in this
study. The results of the fundamental vertical accuracy (FVA) for the open terrain
using the 1.96×RMSE values, the supplemental vertical accuracy (SVA) for four land
cover types and the consolidated vertical accuracy (CVA) for combined land cover
using the 95th percentile method are listed in Table 3. There is no significant difference
of the vertical accuracy for the different land cover categories. They are quite
consistent, ranging from 0.41 to 0.50 m. The overall vertical accuracy of the tested
LiDAR data for all land cover categories and the combined land cover is equal to or
better than 0.5 m at 95 percent confidence level, which meets (actually is much better
than) the vertical accuracy specification (0.5 m RMSE at 68% confidence level, or
0.98 m at 95% confidence level) of this LiDAR project.
0.8
IDW

Kriging

LP

TIN

NP

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
Open Terrain

Weeds/Crops

Trees

Residential

Fig. 5. Supplemental vertical accuracy

0.65
IDW

Kriging
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TIN

NP

0.60
0.55
0.50
0.45
0.40
0.35
0.30

Fig. 6. Consolidated vertical accuracy

Table 3. Accuracy assessment results at 95% confidence level
Land Cover

FVA(m)

Open Terrain

0.49

SVA(m)

Weeds/Crops

0.50

Trees

0.41

Residential

0.48

Combined

CVA(m)

0.48
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DISCUSSION
This study demonstrates the suitability of acquiring a large number of checkpoints
from existing survey marks for the vertical accuracy assessment of LiDAR data. The
coordinates and the metadata of the survey marks were obtained through on-line
services. This reduced the time and labour required for the collection of the checkpoint
data.
The accuracy assessment by comparing LiDAR data with survey marks determined
the absolute vertical accuracy of the LiDAR data in terms of a national vertical datum.
In open terrain, it represents the absolute vertical accuracy of LiDAR ground data. For
the LiDAR data from the same mission, it also represents the absolute vertical
accuracy of the LiDAR non-ground data, indicating the absolute vertical accuracy of
LiDAR points on top of vegetation and buildings etc [2]. In this study, the consistent
results of the vertical accuracy assessment for the different land covers prove the
correctness of the LiDAR filtering, which separates the LiDAR data into ground and
non-ground data.
Our study indicated that the selection of a suitable method for obtaining the
corresponding elevations from the LiDAR data at the locations of the checkpoints may
be critical for the accuracy assessment. The Kriging interpolator performed better in all
land cover categories. The Kriging algorithm is moderately quick and is widely
available in commercial software. As a result, to interpolate the elevations from the
LiDAR data at the locations of the checkpoints, the Kriging interpolator is
recommended.
The measure of 1.96×RMSE gives an overall accuracy assessment at 95 percent
confidence level. However, if the elevation differences are not normally distributed,
the RMSE method does not give a reliable accuracy measure. Some robust measures
which are less sensitive to outliers have been suggested [11], [33]. Therefore, the error
distribution must be tested before selecting the method for the accuracy assessment.
The frequency histograms and Q-Q plots can be used to test whether the elevation
errors of the LiDAR data in different types of land cover are normally distributed. In
this study, the elevation errors in four land cover categories were tested. It was found
that the elevation errors of the LiDAR data are normally distributed in open terrain but
not for other land cover categories nor for the combined land cover. As a result, at 95
percent confidence level, the formula 1.96×RMSE was used to calculate the FVA in
open terrain, while the 95th percentiles were used to measure the SVA and CVA for
other land covers and the combined land cover, respectively.
CONCLUSION
The survey marks of geodetic control networks have highly accurate coordinates
relative to the national horizontal and vertical datums. It is very efficient to use
existing survey marks as checkpoints for the accuracy assessment of LiDAR data. It
can reduce the cost of a LiDAR project. The elevation differences between the LiDAR
data and the checkpoints must be tested to see if they are normally distributed, so the
appropriate measures can be used for the vertical accuracy assessment of the LiDAR
data for different land covers. In the case of a non-normal distribution, robust measures
such as the 95th percentile should be used for the accuracy assessment. For the purpose
of the vertical accuracy assessment, only those LiDAR points that are around the
checkpoint are needed to derive the elevation at the location of the checkpoint. The
results of the vertical accuracy assessment were also affected by the methods used to
obtain the elevations from the LiDAR data at the location of the checkpoints. The
Kriging interpolator is recommended.
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